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The Chairman, Mr STERCKX, opened the meeting at 16.20 hours.

1. Adoption of draft agenda (PE 372.930)

The draft agenda was adopted without amendment.

2. Approval of minutes of meetings of 22 February 2006 (PE 370.592)

The minutes of the meeting of 22 February 2006 were adopted without amendment.

3. Chairman’s announcements

Mr STERCKX welcomed Mr WANG, Vice-Minister of the Taiwan Affairs Office of the 
State Council and other representatives of his accompanying delegation. He then invited 
Mr WANG to speak.

4. Discussion with Mr WANG Zaixi, Vice-Minister of the Taiwan Affairs Office of the 
State Council, and other representatives

Mr WANG briefly outlined Taiwan's history and stressed that historic facts and the 
present reality demonstrated that Taiwan had never been a sovereign country, but a part 
of China. He said that this fact was widely acknowledged by the international 
community. He noted that since 1979 the Chinese government had adopted a policy of 
peaceful reunification and "one-country - two systems" as its basic principle. 

He then pointed to some important developments, such as an increasing number of visits 
from Taiwan to the mainland (4.12 million in 2005); an increasing trade volume between 
the two sides, which had reached $91.2 billion in 2005; and the importance of the 
Chinese market for Taiwan's exports (37.8 percent of the island's total exports). He 
stressed that Taiwan had a $58 billion trade surplus with the mainland in 2005; over 
68,000 Taiwan companies had invested in the mainland; more than 10,000 students from 
Taiwan had received or were receiving education in the mainland; and about 700,000 
people from Taiwan were residing in the mainland on a permanent basis (3 percent of 
Taiwan's total population).

Mr WANG said that the Taiwan pro-independence forces were promoting secessionist
activities, which had resulted in increasing tensions between the two sides. He noted that,
on the one hand, people were looking forward to expanding exchanges and strengthening 
cooperation, peace, stability and common prosperity, and on the other hand, the 
Taiwanese authorities were restricting exchanges and taking provocative actions against 
the mainland. He stressed that the Chinese government would not give up its efforts to 
achieve peaceful reunification and it would never compromise in the face of secessionist 
activities. During his meeting with Mr Lin Chan, President Jintao had said that peaceful 
development should become the theme of the growth of relations and the common 
objective of the compatriots on both sides. Firstly, China would bring together fellow 
Chinese on both sides by opposing secessionist activities and maintaining the status quo. 
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Mr WANG recalled that since 1979 China has promoted direct mail and commercial air 
links between the two sides. Secondly, the economic exchanges and cooperation based on 
mutual benefits would promote peaceful and stable development. Thirdly, China was 
promoting mutual understanding and advancing common interests. Mr WANG noted that 
the Chinese government had adopted several measures to promote exchanges and 
cooperation, such as charter passenger flights between the two sides; exemption from 
customs duties of fruits, vegetables and fish from Taiwan; providing more employment 
opportunities for people from Taiwan; acknowledging academic degrees and diplomas 
issued in Taiwan; expanding cooperation in the field of agriculture and health. Fourthly, 
China was conducting equal consultations and promoting dialogue and communication. 
As long as Taiwan recognised the 1992 Consensus on the "one China" principle, Beijing 
would be willing to discuss all kind of issues brought to the table. 

Mr WANG also pointed out some problems, such as Taiwan's constitutional revision. He 
stressed once again that China would never compromise on its sovereignty and territorial 
integrity. He praised the dialogue between the EU and China and said that he appreciated 
the EU's support for the one China principle. Finally, he expressed the hope that the 
efforts of the Chinese government and Chinese people to defend peace and stability and 
safeguarding the sovereignty and territorial integrity would be appreciated and supported 
by the international community. He thanked everybody for their attention.

Mr MITCHELL thanked Mr WANG for the presentation. He pointed to Mr Wang's 
military background and asked how this had influenced him. He also raised the issue of 
the high number of executions carried out annually in China.

Mr WANG noted that his strategy was to take a cautious approach and to avoid military 
confrontation. He spoke about the military deployment along the south-eastern coast of 
China as a necessary measure. He said that the Taiwanese authorities had exaggerated the 
threats and pressure from mainland China in order in order to push through a greater 
military budget in the Taiwanese parliament and to buy weapons from the US. He 
expressed his hope that the Taiwanese forces would stop their provocative actions of 
splitting China.

Mr PIKS thanked Mr WANG. He asked if Taiwanese entrepreneurs were investing 
money in mainland China, and if there was a possibility of a partnership dialogue with 
the Taiwanese authorities.

Mr WANG noted that there was a huge investment of $42 billion made by the Taiwanese 
people in mainland China. He added that Taiwan had a trade surplus of $59 with China, 
and that there were 69,000 projects in which Taiwanese businesspeople had invested. He 
underlined that after reunification, Taiwan would be allowed to maintain its political 
system, to elect its leaders, and to have an independent judicial system. He also pointed 
out the fact that - unlike Hong Kong and Macao - Taiwan could have its own military and 
police forces. He added that Chinese government would recruit people from Taiwan to 
work in the central government.

Mr WATSON said that EU welcomed the fact that relations between the two sides were 
improving. He also welcomed the fact that the Chinese government had made contact 
with one of the political parties in Taiwan and had invited its representatives to Beijing. 
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He asked if it could be more difficult for China to have a dialogue with Taiwan if the 
Kuomintang were to come to power. He also asked him to comment on two elements; i.e. 
the Taiwan anti-secession act adopted by the National People's Congress last year and the 
build-up of missiles on the southern coast of China.

Mr WANG noted that in the case that the Kuomintang were to come to power, China 
would continue dialogue. He stressed that Mr Ma Ying-jeou, the Kuomintang president,
had said that he was willing to resume dialogue on the basis of the 1992 consensus. Mr 
WANG said that the anti-secession law was a reflection of the aspiration of Chinese 
people to resolve the problem of Taiwan in a peaceful manner, as well as the Chinese 
people's refusal to accept Taiwan independence. He stressed that the situation was 
moving towards relaxation.

Mrs GEBHARDT thanked Mr WANG. However she pointed to a certain contradiction in 
his statement by noting that China was preparing to respond to provocation from Taiwan 
and she asked about the meaning of such preparations.

Mr WANG insisted that the Chinese government was willing to work for peace and 
stability. However it was ready to resort other measures in case of provocation in order to 
ensure Beijing's sovereignty and territorial integrity.

Mr MAVROMMATIS welcomed the delegation from China. He recalled that the EU had
been always in favour of a peaceful resolution of the dispute. He asked if there were some 
countries opposing China's control over Taiwan. He also raised the issue of counterfeit 
goods that were labelled 'made in China' but produced in Taiwan. He then asked if 
Taiwan's and China's teams would have the same flag during the next Olympic Games. 
Finally he asked about the role that the EU could play in order improve relations between 
Taiwan and China.

Mr WANG said that the Chinese government was aware of the problem with counterfeit 
products but said that it was working to protect intellectual property rights. He noted that 
the delegation from Taiwan and the mainland would use the same flag during the 
Olympic Games in 2009. He welcomed the positive role of the EU in resolving the 
problem of Taiwan. He said that it was a question of China's internal policy but China 
appreciated the support from the international community for its peaceful reunification.

Mr CALABUIG asked Mr Wang's opinion on the role of the US.

Mr WANG recalled that during his visit to the US, President Hu Jintao had held 
productive talks with President Bush. He said that the question of Taiwan was on the 
agenda and that US government supported the "one China" principle. He added that 
China and the US had a mutual understanding and good cooperation on the issue.

Mr WANG thanked the members of parliament for the exchanges and invited them to 
visit China.

5. Report back from the Bureau visit to China on 17-24 April 2006
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Mr STERCKX noted that he was drafting a report on the Bureau visit to China. He 
briefly shared his impressions from the visit, including trips to the rural area and gave
some examples of the sustainable development in China. He thanked the European 
Commission for its help in providing information.

6. Preparations for the 23rd IPM EP/China, foreseen for November 2006

Mr STERCKX outlined the proposed programme for the November visit. He informed 
members that the Chinese side had stated that they could not accommodate the delegation 
splitting into small groups because of interpretation and other organisational problems. 
He noted that the suggestion to go to Harbin and the north of China to examine 
environmental problems would probably not be practical because of the very cold 
temperature and some logistical problems. 

He proposed to have a briefing session with the Commission Delegation on the Monday 
morning and to hold two half days of formal discussions in Beijing. Time in the capital 
would also include a visit to the Olympic site and an examination of the land rights issues 
that this development had raised. 

Following the time in Beijing he proposed that the delegation should travel to the Three 
Gorges Dam, which would give it the opportunity to examine issues of energy and water 
resources, as well as the environmental effects of the Dam and the overall situation in a 
province of "la Chine profonde". The delegation visit would conclude on the Friday 
evening. He would talk to the ambassador on the issues involved in the visit.

Ms LAPERROUZE wanted the meetings with the Chinese counterparts to include 
discussion on energy and global warming and climate change and how China was dealing 
with these issues. She also proposed to discuss the urbanisation problem.

Mr PIKS proposed to discuss the energy issue with the sales of Russian energy to China. 
It was also important to examine the ecological situation with the growth in car 
ownership. He also raised the issue of the land ownership rights and religious freedom.

Mr STERCKX said that member could send any further proposals in via e-mail. He drew 
the conclusion that the delegation had agreed on the visit covering Beijing and the Three 
Gorges Dam. It would also examine the land use issue and the transfer of land rights. He 
asked if there was any other business. He recalled that a delegation from Tibet was going 
to visit Brussels in September and would meet with the European Parliament delegation.

Mrs LICHTENBERGER pointed out the importance of the Tibet issue. She suggested to 
invite the members of the Tibet inter group to meet with the delegation.

7. Any other business

The Commission representative noted that the Commission was working on a new 
communication on China to replace the 2003 Communication. The new communication 
would be presented in November.
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Mr STERCKX reminded members of the deadline for amendments to the Belder report on 
China and that it would be voted in Committee on 21 June. There was no other business.

8. Date and place of next meeting

Mr STERCKX noted that the next ordinary meeting of the delegation was scheduled to 
take place in Brussels on 20 June 2006.

The meeting closed at 18.36 hours.
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